Th M d l The Model
 A firm supplies a single product to N N customers (indexed by i) from a  A firm supplies a single product to N N customers (indexed by i) from a centralized pool of inventory.
 Customer i has a random demand X X i i for this product, and requires a minimum type one service level guarantee: P{X is fully satisfied}    minimum type-one service level guarantee: P{X i i is fully satisfied}    i i  Events unfold in the following sequence during a single period:
 The firm orders S S units of the product in advance so as to receive them at  The firm orders S S units of the product in advance so as to receive them at the beginning of the period.
 Actual customer demands realize.
 The firm allocates the available pool of inventory among the N customers and makes shipments accordingly at the end of the period.
 The firm wants to find the minimum S (along with an allocation policy) ( g p y) that satisfies every customer's service level.  The firm allocates the available pool of inventory among the N customers p y g and makes shipments accordingly at the end of the period.
 The firm wants to find the minimum S (along with an allocation policy) that satisfies every customer's service level. 
O tli Outline
iid Normal(100,20)  Service levels 0.9, 0.8, 0.7 respectively  G (S)+G (S)+G (S)=2 4 when S=292 which is  G 1 (S)+G 2 (S)+G 3 (S)=2.4 when S=292, which is optimal by the preceding theorem  Optimal cyclic policy: apply priority list  Optimal cyclic policy: apply priority list  2-1-3 with probability 1/2  2-3-1 with probability 1/6  3-1-2 with probability 1/3  Optimal list policy: apply priority list 1-2-3 with S=318 units S=318 units 
The optimal inventory level: S* = 1.55 
